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AGENDA
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▪ New York State Department of Health and New York State Education 
Department Guidance
▪ Sub Committee New Recommendations and Challenges
▪ The Reopening Plan – July 31
▪ The Need for Community Resources
▪ The Governor’s Final Decision
▪ Save the Date – August 10
▪ Evaluation ThoughtExchange



Learning Models
By July 31, all school districts must submit a reopening plan that adheres to both guidelines. 
We will also use parent/family feedback received from the survey and ThoughtExchange as we 
develop our plan. In addition to submitting a plan that will address protocols and procedures 
relating to social emotional wellness, teaching and learning, health screenings, transportation, 
sanitizing/disinfecting procedures, nutrition, social distancing, face coverings, healthy 
operations, technology, and use of outdoor spaces (to name a few), we are required to submit 
three (3) school reopening models:

▪Full return of all students to school buildings with social distancing and safety 
protocols
▪Hybrid model(s) of in-person and remote learning that utilizes a density reduction 
approach and safety protocols
▪Remote model during spikes of COVID-19 to include daily schedules and live 
interaction.
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OPERATIONS AND FACILITIES

 



COMMITTEE MEMBERS

▪ Matthew Smith
▪ Dr. Tahira DuPree Chase
▪ President Antoinette Darden Cintron
▪ Shamarie Burton
▪ Jessica Muldoon
▪ Frank Gunn
▪ Michael Falcone
▪ Will Washington

▪ Dr. Eric Small
▪ Nurse Shelly Yapchanyk
▪ Vicki Kravitz
▪ James Bell
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RECOMMENDATION MODIFICATION/CLARIFICATION/AMENDMENT

Responsible Parties should increase ventilation with outdoor air to the greatest 
extent possible (e.g., opening windows and doors) while maintaining health and safety 
protocols.

Check to see if windows can be fixed to be opened.
Try to have students change classes by walking outside instead of through the 
building

Schools must continue to conduct mandatory fire and lockdown drills according to 
the existing statutory schedule. School leaders will need to plan for these drills to be 
conducted in a manner that maintains social distancing at exits and gathering points 
outside the building, while still preparing students to respond in emergencies. 

To the extent feasible, Responsible Parties should limit on-site interactions (e.g., 
designating separate ingress or egress for faculty and staff, eliminating bidirectional 
flow of individuals to the extent practicable

To the extent feasible, Responsible Parties should limit on-site interactions (e.g., 
designating separate ingress or egress for faculty and staff, eliminating bidirectional 
flow of individuals to the extent practicable).

More entrances and exits need to be identified in order to mitigate the numbers of 
people entering and exiting the buildings at one time.

Limit the number of bathrooms that are available.   Designate bathrooms with sign-in/sign-out sheets, only allowing two students at a 
time

Reduce the opportunity for students to gather. Students arrival/departure times must be staggered. 

One-directional movement of students (repeat) Signage that clearly delineates one-directional movement of students.  Establish 
stairwells there are either up or down.

Students entering the classroom should use hand sanitizer and wipe all hard surface 
areas that they will utilize that class period

Hand sanitizers must be available in every classroom. 
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MAINTAINING HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT
RECOMMENDATION MODIFICATION/CLARIFICATION/AMENDMENT

Responsible Parties should increase  ventilation with outdoor air to the greatest  extent 
possible (e.g., opening windows and  doors) while maintaining health and safety  protocols.

Check to see if windows can be fixed to be  opened.
Try to have students change classes by  walking outside instead of through the  building

Schools must continue to conduct mandatory  fire and lockdown drills according to the  
existing statutory schedule. School leaders  will need to plan for these drills to be  conducted 
in a manner that maintains social  distancing at exits and gathering points  outside the building, 
while still preparing  students to respond in emergencies.

To the extent feasible, Responsible Parties  should limit on-site interactions (e.g.,  designating 
separate ingress or egress for  faculty and staff, eliminating bidirectional flow  of individuals to 
the extent practicable

To the extent feasible, Responsible Parties  should limit on-site interactions (e.g., designating 
separate ingress or egress for  faculty and staff, eliminating bidirectional flow  of individuals to 
the extent practicable).

More entrances and exits need to be  identified in order to mitigate the numbers of  people 
entering and exiting the buildings at  one time.

Limit the number of bathrooms that are  available. Designate bathrooms with sign-in/sign-out  sheets, only allowing two students at a time

Reduce the opportunity for students to  gather. Students arrival/departure times must be  staggered.

One-directional movement of students

(repeat)

Signage that clearly delineates
one-directional movement of students.  Establish stairwells there are either up or  down.

Students entering the classroom should use  hand sanitizer and wipe all hard surface  areas 
that they will utilize that class period

Hand sanitizers must be available in every  classroom.



PROMOTING BEHAVIORS THAT REDUCE THE SPREAD

RECOMMENDATION MODIFICATION/CLARIFICATION/AMENDMENT

Encourage mask wearing at all times

Encourage frequent hand washing When enter building, when change classes

Eliminate or tape off hand dryers in all  bathrooms Install more paper towel dispensers, ideally  the censored/no touch types

Use the lunch substitute RNs to help with  temperature AM screenings Especially at the bigger buildings such as  Woodlands, will need more health support for  
screenings

RNs that are assigned as pandemic building  coordinators should get extra help or training May need to employ the lunch RN subs to  float throughout the day for building support

Before start of school, encourage a “walk  through” with the school nurse, principal and all 
“screening staff”

This will allow for a fluid reopening with no  surprises on opening day

Encourage social distancing at all times Teachers, staff should monitor this



TRANSPORTATION 
RECOMMENDATION MODIFICATION/CLARIFICATION/AMENDMENT

Per DOH 2 children per seat
ALL CHILDREN MUST WEAR MASKS while
riding the bus

SWDs will wear masks (or face shield)  unless health note on file from a doctor

All drivers/monitors mask or face shield CDC/District approved masks

Temperature check of employees and log  kept daily Entered onto Google Docs if possible

Buses will be sanitized after completion of  AM runs and again at night Disinfectant spray on buses to be used by  drivers and monitors after each run. Deep  cleaning executed at 
night photos available  for viewing

Temperature check venue finalized Discussing a better plan

Extra Masks on buses and at transportation  department
Screens possibly installed between seats.  Photos available to view

Not enough time if we get a decision on 8/3

NEW RECOMMENDATION(S): No hand sanitizer on school bus



HEALTHY OPERATIONS 
RECOMMENDATION MODIFICATION/CLARIFICATION/AMENDMENT

Staff training Training on how to identify social distancing,  how to gently enforce social 
distancing, and  how to properly use PPEs. In addition, stress  management training 
should be provided and  how to identify when students or colleagues  
social/emotional well being is jeopardized.

A moratorium on all field trips for the  2020-2021 school year. Only virtual field trips will be approved.

Visitors will be extremely limited. Visitors  will be allowed access for 
emergency  purposes.

Visitors will be held in the front vestibule and  not allowed access to our building.

Limit the number of bathrooms that are  available. Designate bathrooms with sign-in/sign-out  sheets, only allowing two students at a 
time

Reduce the opportunity for students to  gather. Students arrival/departure times must be  staggered.

One-directional movement of students. Signage that clearly delineates one-directional  movement of students. Establish 
stairwells  there are either up or down.

Students entering the classroom should use  hand sanitizer and wipe all hard 
surface  areas that they will utilize that class period.

Hand sanitizers must be available in every  classroom.



COMMUNICATIONS 
RECOMMENDATION MODIFICATION/CLARIFICATION/AMENDMENT

Pandemic coordinator/ advisory team should  include healthcare credentialed 
individuals,  school-based clinicians (Per Guidance)

Communicate social-emotional well being  and learning as a priority and engage  
members

Virtual Town Hall Meetings to engage and  educate community about hygiene, 
opening  plans, updates, provide data

Participate in Countywide Health Department  virtual meetings and information 
sessions and  share/turnkey such information with all  stakeholders

Supt to engage in weekly conference with  District Doctor

Board Pres is liaison to full board

NEW RECOMMENDATION(S): Per NYSED Guidance, ensure all families have access to  technology



FOOD SERVICES 
RECOMMENDATION MODIFICATION/CLARIFICATION/AMENDMENT

Two meals per day for all enrolled students,  whether in-person or remote 
learning

Include cleaning and sanitizing protocols  between serving

Establish protocols and procedures that  require cleaning and disinfection 
between  meal distribution

NYSED Guidance

Establish measures that protect students  with food allergies, if meals are to be 
eaten  outside of cafeteria area

NYSED Guidance

NEW RECOMMENDATION(S): Comply with Child Nutrition Program Requirements.  Establish protocols 
that describe communication with families through multiple means in the  languages spoken by families



TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE
July 13, 2020

 



COMMITTEE MEMBERS
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▪ Carlos Ramirez, MS Ed, Chair

▪ Ashley Pineda, BOE Trustee

▪ Laser Alert, Network Administrator

▪ Diego Rendon, Instructional Technology Coordinator

▪ Neal Ragoodial, Technology Support Specialist

▪ Maria Avitabile, Administrative Assistant to CTO/CIO

▪ Pamela Davis, PTA

▪ Erikka Anderson, Parent

▪ Steve Morton, Parent

▪ Lenore Rotanelli, School Media Specialist

▪ Gay Parker, TA

▪ Akiko Roy, TA

▪ Mary Dove, Teacher

▪ Annette Waschin, Teacher

▪ Valarie Williams, Teacher

▪ Sydney Jackson, Student



HYBRID WEEK ON/WEEK OFF
▪ RECOMMENDATIONS
▪Technology Readiness (Access and  

          Connectivity at School and Home) and     
          Teachers Training in August (GAfE Training)

▪Use of multiple Video Conferencing Solutions  
           according to needs (i.e. Zoom for Government 
           for SWD)

▪Use of high quality instructional materials to 
ensure readiness and rigor in instruction

▪Technology Curriculum, including keyboarding 
instruction to ensure basic computers skills 
encouraged from early grades and secondary.

▪    CHALLENGES
▪Hybrid Schedules to accommodate required 
curriculum and instruction

▪Hybrid Learning may require additional 
equipment in classroom.

▪Data Privacy compliance
▪Internet access at home
▪Having High Quality instructional materials
▪To have devices at school in addition to one 
to one take home for student learning.

▪Providing for keyboarding instruction in 
compliance with NYSED Guidance.
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HYBRID WEEK ON/WEEK OFF
▪ RECOMMENDATIONS

▪ In collaboration with Facilities ensure we have a safe 
environment conducive to teaching and learning and 
educational equity.

▪ GCSD Internet Access and Bandwidth is adequate and 
we have the ability to increase speeds if it is needed, 
following on our fiscal responsibility practices.

▪ Provide internet access and devices to homeless and 
free lunch students,

▪ Evaluate case by case and attend to the request of 
those that cannot afford access and connectivity (i.e. 
Title I and reduced lunch families, etc)

▪    CHALLENGES

▪ Need safe facilities before we can 
promote educational equity with 
access and connectivity. 

▪ Ensure we have enough high-speed 
internet access and bandwidth.

▪ Provide Internet access and devices  
for school stakeholders to enable 
teaching and learning.
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HYBRID WEEK ON/WEEK OFF
▪ RECOMMENDATIONS
▪ Encourage the use of high-quality instructional materials and 

educational software to assess and confirm mastery levels (i.e. 
i-Ready, IXL, etc.)

▪ Provide High Quality Professional Development for:
▪ Teachers
▪ Students
▪ Parents (including sessions in Spanish)

▪ Provide high quality Professional Development in instructional 
design and instructional supervision for teachers and 
administrators to ensure a productive and effective learning 
experience.

▪ CHALLENGES
▪ Provide multiple ways for students to participate 

in learning and demonstrate their mastery of the 
learning standards in a hybrid instructional model.

▪ Provide instruction on using technology and IT 
support for students, teachers and families.

▪ Provide professional development for teachers 
and leaders on designing effective online/remote 
learning experiences.
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FULL REMOTE TEACHING
▪ RECOMMENDATIONS

▪ Technology Readiness (Access and Connectivity at 
School and Home) and Teachers Training in August 
(GAfE Training)

▪ Additional Remote Learning Resources and high 
quality materials to keep on task, understanding, etc.

▪ Specialty teachers to run on a modified schedule to 
provide and attend to students’ needs.

▪ Meaningful assignment of TA to support instruction.
▪ Internet Access for Families
▪ Use of proper high quality material to ensure 

readiness and instructional rigor.
▪ Technology Curriculum with keyboarding Instruction 

encouraged and embedded from early grades to 
secondary level.

▪ CHALLENGES
▪ Data Privacy compliance
▪ Schedules to reflect required curriculum and 

instruction
▪ High Quality instructional materials and Rigor. 

Study Habits have decreased compared to in 
person encouragement.

▪ Internet access at home
▪ Student reported intensity/rigor of instruction can 

be improved.
▪ Readiness for State and Local Assessment can be 

improved.
▪ Providing for keyboarding instruction in 

compliance with NYSED Guidance.
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FULL REMOTE TEACHING
▪ RECOMMENDATIONS

▪ Ensure we have a safe virtual environment conducive 
to teaching and learning and educational equity. (i.e. 
Filtering and safeguards for data and privacy)

▪ GCSD Internet Access and Bandwidth is adequate and 
we have the ability to increase speeds if it is needed, 
following on our fiscal responsibility practices.

▪ Provide internet access and devices to homeless and 
free lunch students. Evaluate case by case and attend 
to the request of those that cannot afford access and 
connectivity (i.e. Title I and reduced lunch families, 
etc)

▪ CHALLENGES

▪ Promote educational equity with access 
and connectivity. 

▪ Ensure we have enough high-speed 
internet access and bandwidth.

▪ Provide Internet access and devices  for 
school stakeholders to enable teaching and 
learning.
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FULL REMOTE TEACHING
▪ RECOMMENDATIONS

▪ Encourage the use of high-quality instructional materials 
and educational software to assess and confirm mastery 
levels (i.e. i-Ready, IXL, etc.)

▪ Provide High Quality Professional Development for:
▪ Teachers
▪ Students
▪ Parents (including sessions in Spanish)

▪ Provide high quality Professional Development in 
instructional design and instructional supervision for 
teachers and administrators to ensure a productive and 
effective learning experience.

▪ CHALLENGES
▪ Provide multiple ways for students to participate in 

learning and demonstrate their mastery of the learning 
standards in a hybrid instructional model.

▪ Provide instruction on using technology and IT support 
for students, teachers and families.

▪ Provide professional development for teachers and 
leaders on designing effective online/remote learning 
experiences.
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TRADITIONAL SCHOOL 
▪ RECOMMENDATIONS
▪Implement Science Community

Recommendations
▪ Implement Precautions/Social Distancing 

Protocols
▪ Reinforce High Quality Instructional 

Materials
▪ Ongoing Teacher Training 
▪ Last option to consider due to Safety
▪ Keyboarding Instruction encouraged and 

embedded from early grades to secondary 
level.

▪ CHALLENGES
▪ Safety and Security of School Community 

as a whole.
▪ Evaluate readiness based on Science 

Community Recommendations
▪ CDC Guidelines compliance
▪ Federal Guidelines compliance
▪ State Executive Orders compliance
▪ Communication to parents in case of 

disruption, dismissal of students due to 
pandemic

▪ Providing for keyboarding instruction in 
compliance with NYSED Guidance
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RESOURCES

▪ Guidance - Keyboarding Instruction
▪ NY School Reopening Guidance
▪ NYSED Reopening of Schools Guidance
▪ NJ Schools Guide to Reopening
▪ CT Reopening Schools Guide
▪ NYS DoH Guidelines for In-Person Instruction
▪ NYSED Reopening Guidance
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http://www.nysed.gov/edtech/guidance-keyboarding-instruction-0
https://www.governor.ny.gov/sites/governor.ny.gov/files/atoms/files/Pre-K_to_Grade_12_Schools_MasterGuidence.pdf
https://www.regents.nysed.gov/common/regents/files/2.%20Recovering%2C%20Rebuilding%2C%20and%20Renewing%20the%20Spirit%20of%20Our%20Schools%20School%20Reopening%20Guidance.pdf
https://www.njsba.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/SearchingForNewNormal.pdf
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/SDE/COVID-19/CTReopeningSchools.pdf
https://www.governor.ny.gov/sites/governor.ny.gov/files/atoms/files/Pre-K_to_Grade_12_Schools_MasterGuidence.pdf
http://www.nysed.gov/common/nysed/files/programs/reopening-schools/nys-p12-school-reopening-guidance.pdf


PHYSICAL AND MENTAL
July 23rd, 2020

 



COMMITTEE MEMBERS
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▪ Gary Mastrangelo      Sharon Harris
▪ Nick Giarrusso      Pat White-WCDCMH
▪ Anthony Gaines      Jenesse Ramos
▪ Melissa Dupree                  Dr. Teresa Taylor Williams
▪ Trustee David Warner        Daniel Brady
▪ Martha Baratta                   Michael McCoy
▪ Dr. Shamiza Ally



HYBRID WEEK ON/WEEK OFF
    
    RECOMMENDATIONS
▪ Temperature checks at bus stops in the 
AM.
▪ If student did not take bus to school, 

temperature checked upon entering school 
via separate entrance, to avoid 
bottlenecking at main entrance for bussed 
students. Temperature of 100 or greater 
will be denied entrance into school (as 
per new BOE Policy) 
▪ Confirm clinical accuracy of a non-contact 

infrared skin thermometer.

    CHALLENGES
▪Who will take the temperatures?
▪ Additional bus matron?
▪ Keeping student(s) with an elevated 

temperature off bus and to be brought 
back home with caregiver (as per 
new BOE Policy)
▪ Research shows non-contact temporal 

forehead thermometers may be 
inaccurate.
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HYBRID WEEK ON/WEEK OFF
RECOMMENDATIONS
▪ https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/21651612/
▪ Anyone visibly ill will be denied entrance 

into the school. School nurse, wearing 
full PPE, will be contacted to assess and 
call parent. Safe space designated in each 
school for those who fail the temp. 
check and are awaiting pick-up.
▪ Hands will be sanitized upon entering the 

building.
▪ https://stepongerms.com/ 

https://www.wholesalejanitorialsupply.com/purell-han
d-sanitizer-dispenser-and-refill-guide/

CHALLENGES
▪ Non-contact infrared thermometers 

cost approximately $50 each. 
https://www.amazon.com/Infrar
ed-Forehead-Thermometers-Te
mperature-Function/dp/B087Q1
P5NF
How many will be needed for each 
bus and schools?
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https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/21651612/
https://stepongerms.com/
https://www.wholesalejanitorialsupply.com/purell-hand-sanitizer-dispenser-and-refill-guide/
https://www.wholesalejanitorialsupply.com/purell-hand-sanitizer-dispenser-and-refill-guide/
https://www.amazon.com/Infrared-Forehead-Thermometers-Temperature-Function/dp/B087Q1P5NF
https://www.amazon.com/Infrared-Forehead-Thermometers-Temperature-Function/dp/B087Q1P5NF
https://www.amazon.com/Infrared-Forehead-Thermometers-Temperature-Function/dp/B087Q1P5NF
https://www.amazon.com/Infrared-Forehead-Thermometers-Temperature-Function/dp/B087Q1P5NF


HYBRID WEEK ON/WEEK OFF

RECOMMENDATIONS
▪ Limit 10 students to a 

classroom-teachers to rotate 
classrooms. Students stay in cohort 
groups for contact tracing.
▪ Adults and students will be expected 

to wear masks/face coverings except 
when eating and in class more than 6 
feet apart from classmates.
▪ Maximize outdoor space rotating the 

use of tents, for instruction and lunch

CHALLENGES
▪ Separating sick students from well 

student visits in the Health office  
Nurses will need daily personal 
protective equipment (PPE), including 
gown, face mask, gloves, eye shield. 
▪ Outdoor isolation tent/room for 

students or staff members exhibiting 
Covid-like symptoms.
▪ Social distancing in waiting room in 

nurse’s office.
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HYBRID WEEK ON/WEEK OFF

    RECOMMENDATIONS
▪ Students are expected to wear a mask 

(Per CDC Guidelines)[GCSD picks up 
the tab for Falcon facemasks].
▪ Follow CDC school guidelines:

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/20
19-ncov/community/schools-childca
re/schools.html
▪ Follow the CDC’s Considerations for 

Schools: General Readiness 
Assessment.  

CHALLENGES
▪ Attendance policy for staff and 

students. 
▪ Addressing students who cannot 

return to school due to quarantine, 
chronic illness, decision by parent/MD 
to remain home (provide e-learning).
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https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/schools.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/schools.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/schools.html


HYBRID WEEK ON/WEEK OFF
RECOMMENDATIONS
▪ Use the following tool when making 

initial preparations to promote healthy 
behaviors, environments, and 
operations that reduce the spread of 
COVID-19: 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/20
19-ncov/downloads/community/Sch
ool-Admin-K12-readiness-and-plan
ning-tool.pdf
▪ Directional arrows on floors for 

traffic.

CHALLENGES
▪ Hire additional environmental services 

staff to disinfect frequently. Cost?
▪ Start a children’s garden nature trail 

on school grounds. 
▪ Developmental and mental health 

impact of lack of outdoor free play due 
to Covid-19.  (Nature play: A 
prescription for healthier children. 
Contemporary Pediatrics, March 2020, 
Vol 37 (3),12-22). For references, 
https://www.contemporarypediatrics.com/view/nat
ure-play-prescription-healthier-children
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https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/community/School-Admin-K12-readiness-and-planning-tool.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/community/School-Admin-K12-readiness-and-planning-tool.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/community/School-Admin-K12-readiness-and-planning-tool.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/community/School-Admin-K12-readiness-and-planning-tool.pdf
https://www.contemporarypediatrics.com/view/nature-play-prescription-healthier-children
https://www.contemporarypediatrics.com/view/nature-play-prescription-healthier-children


HYBRID WEEK ON/WEEK OFF

RECOMMENDATIONS
▪ Restrooms disinfected every 30 

minutes (Keep cohorts separate. 
Schedule bathroom times).
▪ Keep students outside as much as 

possible for instruction, lunch and 
recess.
▪ Recess areas for small groups of 

students at designated times. Promote 
nature observation play. 
▪ Disinfect playground equipment after 

each use by cohort bubble

CHALLENGES
▪ Faculty, staff and students not 

comfortable returning to school.
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HYBRID WEEK ON/WEEK OFF

RECOMMENDATIONS
■ Parent help desk - allows any parent 

to submit tickets to the school so 
staff can reach out and help them.  
Would be a good recommendation 
especially for the hybrid or online 
only models to help assist families 
who are having tech issues. 

■ When a confirmed case has entered 
a school, regardless of community 
transmission- see hyperlink on next 
slide

CHALLENGES
Who will be assigned to monitor and 
respond to these parental/caregiver 
concerns?
Turnaround time for resolution? 
Follow CDC guidelines regarding 
disinfecting/closing classroom or 
school(s) due to a confirmed case.
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HYBRID WEEK ON/WEEK OFF

RECOMMENDATIONS
■ https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schoo

ls-childcare/guidance-for-schools-h.pdf#:~:text=When%20a%
20confirmed%20case%20has%20entered%20a%20school%2
C,infected%20person%20has%20been%20in%20a%20schoo
l%20building.

■ SEL/mental health period built into daily schedule
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https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/guidance-for-schools-h.pdf#:~:text=When%20a%20confirmed%20case%20has%20entered%20a%20school%2C,infected%20person%20has%20been%20in%20a%20school%20building.
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/guidance-for-schools-h.pdf#:~:text=When%20a%20confirmed%20case%20has%20entered%20a%20school%2C,infected%20person%20has%20been%20in%20a%20school%20building.
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/guidance-for-schools-h.pdf#:~:text=When%20a%20confirmed%20case%20has%20entered%20a%20school%2C,infected%20person%20has%20been%20in%20a%20school%20building.
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/guidance-for-schools-h.pdf#:~:text=When%20a%20confirmed%20case%20has%20entered%20a%20school%2C,infected%20person%20has%20been%20in%20a%20school%20building.
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/guidance-for-schools-h.pdf#:~:text=When%20a%20confirmed%20case%20has%20entered%20a%20school%2C,infected%20person%20has%20been%20in%20a%20school%20building.


FULL REMOTE TEACHING

RECOMMENDATIONS
▪ PLC/planning time built into schedule 

for teachers to collaborate & plan
▪ Parent resource tabs in each teacher’s 

google classroom- supportive 
materials/documents, helpful and 
insightful articles, social-emotional 
activities for families to do together 
(PPS can share information with 
teachers to add to their google 
classrooms)

CHALLENGES
▪ Using Maslow’s hierarchy of needs as a 

model to understand the far-reaching 
psychological effects of the 
coronavirus on students and teachers, 
a full remote teaching model for most 
individuals may not meet these needs, 
from the bottom of the pyramid 
upwards: physiological, safety, love and 
belonging, esteem, and 
self-actualization. 
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FULL REMOTE TEACHING

▪ SEL/mental health period built into 
daily schedule

RECOMMENDATIONS
▪ https://www.psychologytoday.com/

us/blog/darwins-subterranean-worl
d/202003/corona-viewed-maslow-s-
hierarchy-needs
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https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/darwins-subterranean-world/202003/corona-viewed-maslow-s-hierarchy-needs
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/darwins-subterranean-world/202003/corona-viewed-maslow-s-hierarchy-needs
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/darwins-subterranean-world/202003/corona-viewed-maslow-s-hierarchy-needs
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/darwins-subterranean-world/202003/corona-viewed-maslow-s-hierarchy-needs


TRADITIONAL SCHOOL 
RECOMMENDATIONS
▪ Acknowledge that we all have experienced 

many losses during the pandemic. 
▪ Each experience brings about physical and 

mental issues that have affected our 
well-being. 
▪ Take the time not to overwhelm but teach 

how to deal with these life stresses. 
▪ Anxiety levels will be high returning to school 

for adults and children. Focus on activities to 
reduce some of the stress. Physical: hand 
washing, social distancing, wearing masks- 
Positive: cleaner environment. 

CHALLENGES
▪ Keeping students socially distant
▪ P.E. instruction/curriculum must 

change
▪ Cafeteria will be too crowded during 

lunch periods
▪ Faculty, staff or students who are not 

comfortable returning to school
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TRADITIONAL SCHOOL 
       RECOMMENDATIONS
▪ Mental: We can’t control these world events but we can change the experience by 

trying to lower our fears and anxieties. Offer sessions of mindfulness, yoga, 
meditation, acts of kindness- Positive: life long lessons to handle anxiety and major 
change. 

▪ SEL/Mental health period built into daily schedule
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Teaching and Learning Committee

 



COMMITTEE MEMBERS
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▪ Facilitators: 

Lori D’Andrea, Patricia Simone, 
Shqype Rraci

▪ Trustee Cora Carey
▪ Trustee Dr. Tanya Dragic
▪ Ashley Jackson
▪ Jill Post
▪ Wafta Shama
▪ Donna Morton

▪ Virely Woodward
▪ Nicole Mangum
▪ Christine Metrinko
▪ Jeff Caufield 
▪ Thomas Tokarski
▪ Stefanie Vataj



TEACHING AND LEARNING RECOMMENDATIONS/CHALLENGES

Hybrid Model-Week A/Week B

RECOMMENDATIONS CHALLENGES/NEEDS

Core subjects taught face to face with follow up  videos and work during 
virtual week/Specials, AIS  small group taught virtually

Teacher breaks needed. Long school day for the  kids if they do not have any 
specials.

Students will be divided into two groups  alphabetically-this would ensure 
all children in a  family attend the same week

Committee to develop power standards for each  grade/content area

Carefully designed, consistent schedules for  virtual instruction with 
breaks and lunch

Curriculum planning for teachers prior to students  returning in fall

Synchronous instruction daily during virtual week  from special area 
teachers and AIS providers

Small group instruction (ie; guided reading) will be  a challenge

Teachers communicate with families by phone or  video 1x a week Teachers will need time to review, grade virtual  work.

Principals, social workers and school  psychologists must communicate with 
families as  well (weekly).

Designate one day per week for teachers to  engage in PLC, PD and/or 
planning for virtual  learning week (Friday). On Fridays students would  be 
engaged in asynchronous distance learning.



Ensure all students have necessary materials  needed to complete 
assignments remotely.

Materials would need to be purchased for each  student (ie. Art supplies and 
baggies, Fundations  and Wilson materials, Fountas and Pinnell LLI  books for 
AIS reading, math manipulatives)

Students with Disabilities, in self-contained  classrooms, attend full 
time in person

If ICO special education students are not included  could this be an equity 
issue?

Students identified as beginner ELL receive full  time in person Virtual baseline Assessments(summative &  Formative) rather than 
in-person

Focus on power standards by grade level and  subject area-posted on 
website

Teachers need PD time to improve their  knowledge of virtual tools 
and instructional  capabilities

Team teaching to minimize the amount of rotation  in school buildings (only 
grades 3)

Teachers who have not taught ELA Math in the  last few years would need 
training.

Teach outdoors when possible Could tents be purchased?

Cohort stays together in classroom all day and  teachers rotate May not be possible for 7-12

Special Area teachers, including foreign language,  push-in to classrooms 
during face to face week

Concerns:

As a parent I prefer the other model of Mon- Tues or Thurs - Fri for students ( as we discussed and
agreed upon in the meeting). The week on and week off model is too much at home time for students.



Become familiar with the other models within hybrid learning. As discussed in the last meeting, Team A  
(Mon-Tue)/Team B (Thur-Fri) would provide students with the consistency of in-person instruction and  a small 
window of time to demonstrate understanding during virtual learning. Students would retain  content taught and be 
able to work remote effectively, while maintaining social interaction consistently.

TRADITIONAL MODEL
RECOMMENDATIONS CHALLENGES/NEEDS

Teach outdoors when possible Teachers of reading, speech, ENL wearing masks  can be difficult when 
demonstrating mouth  movements.

Cohort stays together in classroom all day and  teachers rotate as needed Small group instruction (ie; guided reading) will be  a challenge. Can plexiglass 
dividers be ordered  for tables so 4 students can sit?

Students have own materials in a bin by their desk  (ie. math manipulatives, 
Fundations materials,  pencils, etc…)

Additional materials will need to be purchased so  students don’t share 
(math manipulatives,  Fundations/Wilson materials, supplies)

Social Emotional Learning provided weekly



RECOMMENDATIONS CHALLENGES/NEEDS

Daily synchronous instruction in all  subjects/special areas Teacher training on available tech resources

Google Classroom Platform for K-12
(Pre-K- need to explore options appropriate for  age group)

Training needed for parents, students, teachers on  how to use the LMS

AIS/ELL Services to be delivered live Students will need to have necessary materials for  small group instruction at 
home

Schools connect with families 1:1 by phone or  video weekly

Support staff to make phone calls to families who  are not participating in 
virtual assignments

Monthly virtual Parent Meetings to discuss  instruction and support 
families
Virtual P/T Conferences

Create a parent handbook and have a parent  meeting that details what is 
expected of students  during virtual learning (expectations).

In September, we will have to use a virtual  baseline assessment tool to 
provide insight into  where the students are academically. Possibly  done 
1:1 by teacher and specialists.

FULL REMOTE MODEL

SEL/Wellness Days built into schedule-may vary  by school



FINANCE, RESOURCES & 
PARTNERSHIPS

 



COMMITTEE MEMBERS
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▪ Mary O’Neill
▪ Vice President Tracy Mairs
▪ Karen Walsh
▪ Dennisse Alamo
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▪ Grace Flowers

▪ Dawn Male
▪ Dean Parker
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▪ Andre Early 
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▪ Carmela Condino



▪ Recommendation

Reference guide for staff about COVID requirements

▪ Clarification

Daycare was clarified to include only essential worker children and children of 
staff.  Daycare would be done by volunteers who would also help students with 
their online work
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CHALLENGES
❏ Meeting the needs of vulnerable populations (SWDs, ENL, Temporary 

Housing, ALP and IB)
❏ Guidelines for Transportation
❏ Chromebooks for all students
❏ Instructional delivery that ensures equity
❏ Space
❏ Supporting childcare needs 
❏ FUNDING



THANK YOU!


